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climb any more ; Heinrich at 54 is still going strong. this summer he 
did his 105th Lenzspitze-Nadelhorn traverse. Everybody in Zermatt 
and Saas is looking forward to the summer of 1945, hoping for a return 
of .the British Herren, who were so much appreciated by the Valais 
guides. I myself do hope that you will come too, even if you do not 
climb any more and restrict yourself to botanical walks from Riffelalp. 

F . A. M. NOELTING. 

ALPINE NOTES · 
Year of 

THE ALPINE CLUB OBITUARY : Election. 
Wheeler, A. 0., Hon. Member • • • 1908 
Des borough, The Rt. Hon. Lord, I{. G., 

G.C.V.O. • • • • • • 1876 
Rendall, The Rev. Canon G . H . • • • 1890 
Stallard, G. • • • • • • 1893 
Brigg, J. J .. • • • • • • 1894 
Tucker, H. Scott • • • • • 1910 
Seymour, Dr. H. F. • • • • • 1920 
Elmslie, The Rev. W. T. • • • • 1926 
Hackett, A. • 1928 • • • • • • 

Oliver, Lt.-Col. P . R . (on active service) • 1933 
de Grunne, M. le Comte Xavier de Hemricourt 1933 
Wedderburn, Major E. A. M. (on active service) 1934 
Roelfsema, Dr. E. J. • • • • • 1937 
Dutton-Walker, Lt. F. B. (on active service) • 1939 

HoNOURS. We offer our hearty congratulations to Dr. P. C. Visser 
on his appointment as Netherlands Minister in Capetown ; and also 
to Mr. J. M . ·wordie on receiving the award of the Scottish Geo
graphical Medal, the highest award given by the Royal Scottish Geo
graphical Society. The last two awards of this Medal were in 1927 
and 1933. 

GREETINGS. The Swiss Foundation for Alpine Exploration tele
graphed: 'Merry Christmas and best wishes for 1945.' Our member 
Mr. Claude Macdonald cabled from Melbourne : 'All good wishes 
President all old friends.' \"'le acknowledge these greetings with 
gratitude. 

DEATHS. We regret to record the deaths of our Honorary Member 
Mr. A. 0. Wheeler, who has been an Honorary Member since 1908, 
and of Lord Desborough, who was elected to this Club in 1876. We 
hope to publish In Memoriam notices in our next issue. 

We have also learnt recent~y to our sorrow that our Dutch member, 
Dr. E. J. Roelfsema, one of the best Dutch guideless climbers, died at 
Mepp.el, Holland, in October 1943• 

• 
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. INDEX. We acknowledge with gratitude the valuable work under
taken by our Assistant Secretary and Librarian, Mr. F. Oughton, in 
preparing the Index for Volume 54 of the ALPINE JouRNAL. . 

CLUB ALPIN FRANyAIS. We have great pleasure in publishing the 
following correspondence : 

Club Alpin Ftan9ais, 
7 Rue La Boetie,. Paris viii. 

Paris, le 2 Novembre I944· 

MoNSIEUR LE P.ttESlt>ENT, - La venue sur le sol de France des soldats des armees 
alli€es et particulierement de ceux de Grande-Bretagne a ete pour nous une 
grande joie. 

Nous serons heureux de recevoir et d'accueillir a notte Club les membres des 
armees alliees qui s'interessertt et s'adonnent a la mbhtagne . 
... Nous serons pgrticulietement hetiteux de recevoir les tnembres de !'Alpine 
Club et nous esperons qti'il nous sera donne de les voir venir nombretiX chez 
no us. 

J e vous prie de transmettre, Monsieur le President, a to us les membres de 
V otre gran de association, et de trouvet ici pout vous-m~nte, nos plus cotdiaux 

• sentiments. 

• 

Le President, 
YVES LETORT . 

Monsieur le President de 1' Alpine Club, 
74 South Audley Street, London, W.. I. 

• 

December 7, 1944· 

MY DEAR Mn. PR.ESIDEN'T, Your letter of November 2nd with its charming 
fraternal greetings to the Alpine Club will, I assure you, give great pleasure 
to our members. I hope some at any rate of them will have the opportunity 
in the near future of accepting your kindly invitation to visit the C .. A .F. at their 
headquarters, while l hope the day may not be too far distant "when the members 
of both out Clubs will once more he able to enjoy the beauty of yout moufitaihs. 

M. le President du Club Alpin Fran9ais, 
M. Yves Letort. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. S. AMERY. 

GRou:PE DE HAUTE MoNTAGNE. The following letter of warm. 
greeting, dated November 22, 1944, was recejved by Mt. G. Winthrop 
Young early this year. 

MoNSIEUR LE PRESIDENT, Apres la gran de Victoire des atmees alliees en France 
il m' est possible de mettre fin a un silence bien dur et bien long et c' est pour 
moi une gtande joie que de vous adtesser, au nom de tous les membres du 
G.H.M., un salut tres amical, pour vous et pour tous les membres de !'Alpine 
Club. 

Il m' est particulierement ag~~able, en m~me temps de pouvoir vous exprimer 
les sentiments d'admiration que tous les Fran~ais €prouvent pour l'indomptable 
tenacite britannique et pour l'extraordinaire et superbe effort de votre pays. 

Puis-je me permettre de porter a votre connaissance que nous serions honores 
et heureux de pouvoir saluer les membres de 1' Alpine Club, qui passeraient 
a Paris et auraient quelque agrement a rencontrer des montagnards. 

Com:tne le siege social du G.H.M. n'est pas ouvert en permanence, je viens 
vous indlquer ci-dessous, pour qu'il soit possible de fixer des rendez-vous avec 
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Ies membres de 1' Alpine Club, les adresses et numeros de telephone personnels 
d~s camarades charges de les organiser. 

Monsieur et Madame Gerard BLACHERE (Madame BLACHERE est !'ex
Mademoiselle Micheline MoRIN), 137, rue du Ranelagh, PARIS 16° · -
Telephone : Jasmin 99-86. 

Monsieur et Madame Lucien DEVIES, 179, rue de la Pompe, PARIS I6°
Telephone : Passy 33-36. 

J e me permets de souhaiter qu'avant de se retrouver un jour prochain clans 
Ies Alpes, les membres de nos deux associations aient ainsi la possibilite de 
reprendre contact. 

Avec tous mes vreux pour !'Alpine Club, je vous prie de croire, Monsieur 
le President, a mes sentiments les plus distingues. . 

The following reply was sent : 

LUCIEN DEVIES, 
Vice-President. 

We rejoice 'vith you that the united efforts of our two countries have suc
ceeded in liberating France, and are re-establishing freedom in the world. 

With you we deplore the· barrier that separated us these. last years and are 
happy in the renewed opportunity of re-establishing the long-time friendship 
between our Clubs. 

· It was our happiness to be able to welcome as occasional guests at our war 
meetings some, among the most distinguished, representatives of Free France, 
M. le Lt.-Colonel Jean Escarra and the now to be lamented Colonel Morin. 

We look forward to profiting soon by your generous offer of hospitality to 
our Members. 

L. s. AMERY. 
\ 

G. WrNTHROP YouNG.-

A NEw EDITION. Our readers will be pleased to learn of the reissue 
of Mr. G. Winthrop Young's Mountain Craft, The book has been 
revised, matter other than the 'principles' being dropped. These 
have been worked over, with clearer definitions and more precise 
nomenclature. The chapter on ' Guided and Guideless ' has been 
recast, rock climbing is brought up to date, as also the safeguards in 
glacier work ; and the examination of psychological elements has been 
extended. We welcome this rei&sue. 

INITIALS CARVED. Mlle C. E. Engel writes : 'About an hour and 
a half above the place on the way to the Gemmi from Kandersteg, I 
found cut into the rock the initials" H. w.," and below," I86J." I take 
it to have been engraved by Horace Walker on his way up or down the 
Gemmi. He had been in Zermatt and climbed from there with his 

' 

father and sister in I 863. He may have been prospecting the Balmhorn, 
· which they climbed in 1864.' 

Mumm's Register records no activity of Horace Walker in 1863, but 
states that Frank Walker 'with Miss L. (and Horace ?) Walker' 
climbed the Zumsteinspitze on July 16-17, 1863. 

RIFUGIO ToRINO. It is reported that this hut on the Col du Geant 
has been destroyed in the course of a frontier skirmish, with the loss 
of three lives among the F'.F .I. 

' . 

AN UNRECORDED AscENT. With reference to the ascent of the 
• 

Matterhorn N. face by _a party including' the two Lochmatters,' which 
I 

• 
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is mentioned· in A.J. 54· 439, we have approached the author of the · 
article in Blackwood's Magazine but have obtained no further informa
tion. Major D. Marsh informs· us that he has heard nothing about 
the above expedition from ariy one of three nephews of Franz Loch
matter: Emil, Hermann and Xaver, with all of whom he was in touch 
at various times from 1931 to 1938 . 

A l,INK WITH THE PAST. The death is recorded early this year of 
Lord Balfour, brother of F. M. Balfour, who was killed on the Aiguille: 
Blanche de Peteret in I 882. He was elected to the Alpine Club in 
I 882, .but resigned in the following year. He climbed with his brother 
in the years I 88o and I 88 I, making in the latter year, with J ohann· 
Petrus and Peter Knubel as guides, the first ascent of the Pie Balfour 
on the Grepon (A.J. IO. 397, with folder illustration). Colonel Strutt 
informs us that in the opinion of Alexander Burgener and Alois 
Pollinger sen. Petrus was one of the very best guides of his time. 

' 

' 
AN ALPINE MusEUM. There is to be established at Sion a ' Centre 

alp in de Zermatt,' which will be devoted to collecting records of all 
kinds relating to every aspect, scientific, cultural and tourist, of the 
Zermatt valley. It is planned to have a special ·' Maison Whymper,'. 
in which items and records of mountaineering interest will be collected. 

ExPEDITIONS. The following expeditions have been reported, 
without full details : 

Si.idlenzspitze : first desc~nt of the ice face, presumably the N .E. 
face, by E. Fischer with Heinrich Zurbriggen. 

Ebnefluh : ascent by N . . ridge and first descent . by N .W. ridge, 
from Rottal hut, in 10 hours, by the Lauterbrunnen guides Christe~ 
Imboden and Fritz Stager. 

Col de Peteret: first ascent by Brenva flank, by MM. G. and M. 
Herzog, G. Rebuffat and L., Terray, August 15, 1944. 

We have no means of checking all the above details. 
We also congratulate our SM.riss member Herr Alfred Zi.ircher on 

completing his 2 5oth ascent of a f7£ertausender with an ascent of the N. 
face of the M on eh in the company of J osef Knubel and 1-Iermann 
Lochmatter. 

• 

FROM SwiTZERL.AND. Our readers will again be interested in the 
following letter from Mr. I. de Briiyn, dated .A.ugust 30, I944, written 
from Saas Fee. 

At the moment of writing the weather is fine and it has been so for 
the last three vveeks. . The Sunday before last, ·thirty-two people 
climbed the Eiger from the Mittellegi hut, and over seventy slept at 
the Mischabel hut whicll now has room for sixty. The N .E .. ridge 
of the Nordend has been climbed by two young Zermatt guides and a 
tourist; the Viereselgrat got several visitors, and twice the Dent d'Herens 

' 

• 
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was reached from the Col Tournanche. Also the Dom was climbed 
from the bivouac above Saas Fee and there were traverses of Lenzspitze, 
Dom and Taschhorn and over Dom, ·Lenzspitze and Nadelhorn, the 
latter from the Dom hut. 

But all these joyful events do not mean that the season is a ·snccess 
for hotels and guides. It was a very short one. Before July 20 the 
hotels had much to complain of, and their good time does not last 
inore than four weeks. The Glacier here had on July I only 30 guests 
against 6o last year. One reason is that the weather till August 6 
was rather uncertain, another is the mobilisation of the army and the 
uncertainty of the political situation. Most people objected to spe.nding 
their holiday far fr<Jm home, especially because the postal hus,es have 
ceased to run on Su-ndays on account of the scarcity of rubber. 

The winter brought little snow to the higher Valais, the spring 
months were particularly dry (the Zermatt mountains were in fine 
conditio~ during April and May), and in June fears for a failur-e of the 
crops rose high, but good Petrus sent 20 cm. of snow on July I, 

followed by a couple of warm days, and this saved the hay and potato 
crops in mo·st places~ Still, the flowers were scarce, especially at 
Z·ermatt where only Zmutt and Ried were exceptions. .A.s stated 

, above, the weather, contrary to the fine summers of I 942 and I 94 3, 
was uncertain most of the time. Not that there was much rain or 
fresh snow, but it often lo~ked threatening. Clear days were few in 
number and on most mornings it was cloudy and looke-d like rain. 
In July climbing tourists were hardly to be seen, the Belvedere hotel 
and hut opened only on the i3rd, on which day the Matterhorn saw 
its first visitors, and the Betemps opened even later. 

Chalets and the smaller hotels had less to complain of than the 
' bigger hostelries whose prices were 1-2 francs above last year's. About 

the food no complaint can be made, in fact in view of the ruling market 
prices one often cannot understand how the hotel keepers ~anage to 
keep the menus at the present level. And obviously the government · 
provides them more liberally ':vith food coupons than the private 
citizens, so that generally one is bette&nourished during holiday than 
at home . 
• 

The modernisation of the left wing of the Mont Cervin hotel's 
gallery last year was followed by that of the right wing, and the dis
appearance of the well known barometer v;as succeeded by that of the 
telescope, where anxious wives used to gather to see their husbands 
master the Matterhorn's difficulties. The offices of the hotel have 
been transferred to the back, and the forepart is now a succession of 
attractive sitting rooms furnished in modern style. Also twenty 
bedrooms were modernised. 
· The entire family of Dr. Hermann Seiler was absent from Zermatt, 
a fact which evoked many sad thoughts, and Joseph Seiler, .A.lexander's 
son, is now reigning supreme. His enthusiastic plans for the future 
comprise the modernisation of Riffelalp and Monte Rosa and the 
:opening of these hotels, and also of the Mont Cervin, during winter. 
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But ' l'homme propose et Dieu di&pose.' The improvements at the 
Mont Cervin cost much money, although the government granted a 
subsidy, wages and prices of material are still rising, the present season 
is disappointing, and one m~y doubt whether aftel" the war many 
guests will be able to pay a pension price of 17 francs and upwards. 
The first season after the re-opening of international travel, all the 
old foreign friends 'vill like to visit the Alps again, unmindful of the 
cost, but thereafter the money factor will regain its importance, and 
hopes of big American invasions are still dreams. 

from this you see that optimism and enthusiasm are n'6t wanting 
and one can only hope that a much poorer world will not withhold 
from them the deserved success. 

The Seiler hotels sold the small ' J ardin ' opposite the-house where 
Dr. Seiler used to live, and new houses and shops are now in course 
of construction. . 

Few visitors to Saas Fee know the delightful walk from Grund to 
the Hofersalp, although it is on the map. It is greatly to be recom
mended, as the romantic path leads for a couple of hours through a 
splendid fo.rest and passes some small attractive alps. On returning 
from the W eis·smies hut vve climbed from Trift Alp some 8oo ft. · and 
followed .. a level path in the direction of Almagell till we dropped right 
down into Saas Grund~ a pleasant variation. 

On the 24th our fellow member, Zurcher, climbed the N. face of 
the Monch (route Liniger), his zsoth. ascent of a four-thousander. 

Let me conclude by stating that the English chapel and churchyard 
in Zermatt are in good condition, and that the path leading to it from 
the Museum . has been improved. Old Rudolf Taugwalder is no 
longer at his Museum post. He is now 79 and is assisting his capable 
wife in her tea room at Zum See, where he likes to chat vvith old and 
new friends. 

P.S. Just now a guide from Zermatt tells me that he re~eived, a 
.telegram from an English employer reserving his services for four 
weeks' skiing next Christmas. What splendid optimism ! · , 

• 

FROM THE APENNINES. The following extract from a letter from 
Lieut. H. D. Bullock has been .sent to us, which we acknowledge with 

• • 

gratitude. 
• 

Great controversy raged about what to do on Sunday. Alan and 
I had ideas of visiting Capri again, but the weather early on looked 
cloudy, so we decided against it. Instead, I planned to have a look 
at the ways and means of getting to Monte Sant' Angelo (sooo ft.) 
without, at first, any real intention of climbing it. Meanwhile Alan 
cried off for an Italian lesson. I began badly because ·a hitch was 
available for only a mile along the road to a place named St. Agnello, 
about 2 miles from Sorrento. I had hoped to get to Vico Equens,e 
nearly ten miles away by road. It was already· 9.15 A.M., rather late 
for· starting. However, I walked fast and managed to find a short 

• 

• 
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cut to the Positano road, and froll}. there I climbed up the steep path 
to Arola. It was hot work and I was glad to reach a fairly good track 
which follows the contours round the back of Monte Comune to the 
Sant' Angelo valley. Once in the valley a zigzag path led up to the col 
between Monte Comune and Monte Sant' Angelo. I got here about 
I I A.M . , and had an excellent view of both valleys. The S. side of 

. Sant' Angelo was very impressive, and near the bottom was a prominent 
natural arch. Mter this I left the path and scrambled up a 35° slope 
strewn with boulders to a very prominent ridge. Progress along this 
was shortly barred by a vertic_al piece of rock several hundred feet 
high. Under it was an extraordinary pinnacle about I oo ft. high on a 
Io square yard base. Leaving the ridge, I crossed the steep gully on 
the right, and thence another 40 minutes' rock scrambling took me to 
the top of the W. shoulder. The angle of the slope everywhere was 
very easy and I had no difficulty in more or less unnailed army 
boots. . . 

Here the weather showed signs of improvement. Most of the clouds 
were fairly high, though a few white•wisps floated up the gullies. Out 
to sea to windward was an encouraging light patch ever increasing in 
size. Monte Comune and the rest of the peninsula ,were a long way 
below and the gendarmes on the S : side of Comune were silhouetted 
against the sea. For the first time I could now see the final peak, and 
very impressive it was. I was separated from it by a short ' level ' 
ridge along which were a few rock pinnacles about 15 ft. high. The 
peak itself is like a huge tooth over zoo ft. high and V -shaped when 
looked at from above. The sides of the. V were both vertical, and the 
way to the top was by a rough path leading up the openS. side. Behind, 
under the E. precipice, billowed white misty clouds. I quickly 
scrambled along the ridge and up the path to the top. There were 

three high points ?n top of the ' tooth ' at each end of 
1 ¥~' the highest 

(2) being a p~rticularly airy spot. The view down the peninsula was 
much the same as from Monte Comune, but now there were two 
lovely whi~e woolly clouds hanging round the Isle of Capri. It was 
too misty to see far across either of the two gulfs, but the snow-capped 
peaks were just visible behind Naples. To the E., inland, all that was 
visible at first was the swirling mist which shot up the gully behind 
Monte di Cardara. 

Meanwhile it \Vas fascinating to watch the patch of sunlight on the 
sea grow larger and finally reach the peninsula, lighting up the smaller 
peaks and the little villages along the shore. At last it reached Sant' 

· Angelo. Turning round, I looked again at the mists behind to see an 
unforgettable sight. In the mists below there slowly formed a 
beautiful rainbow, not ~he usual semicircle, but a · small complete 
circle with all the colours vividly distinct. In the centre, which was 
white, there was a shadowy figure. 

Occasionally a break in the clouds would make the colours fade, 
and one would see the brown bac~ground of the valley several thousand 

• 
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· feet below. Once when the circle of the rainbow became quite large, 
yet another rainbow formed inside it, a second circle of soft beautiful 
colour, forming a halo round the shadowy figure. 

As you can imagine, I stood spellbound, hypnotised by the sight. 
Then, unbelieving, I moved. So did the shadow, for it was mine 
etched on the cloud by the sun behind me. When I walked, so did 
the shadow, always moving across the cloud, always keeping its· wide 
rainbow halo, exactly round the head. If I sat down I noticed that . 
the shadow of the mountain reduced the rainbow to little more than 
a semicircle, and, of course, my shadow became only head and 
shoulders. 

Occasionally there would be a big break in the white clouds, and 
shadow and rainbow would fade. Through the break I could get a 
clear view of the brown beech-covered hills beyond, nearly. as high as 
Sant' Angelo itself. Tucked away in sheltered clefts were red-roofed, 
white-walled houses, vivid in the sunlight ; and behind in the distance, 
j ag.ged black rocky peaks, speckled vvith snow, made a harsh back'-
ground. .. 

To the N. around Vesuvius lay the plain of Naples, flat as a map, 
with straight Roman roads intersecting it geometrically. Vesuvius 
itself, unclouded and dormant, stood out clearly against the misty 
sky beyond. . 

Suddenly another cloud swirled up from Monte di Cardara, and I 
was left alone again with my shadow and its halo. One other thing 
I noted about the rainbow. When· the mist was far away the arch of 
the rainbow was large, while when the mist was close it became very 
much smaller. I imagine the double rainbow must have been caused 
by two banks of cloud at different distances in the air. I should say 
the rainbows appe~red between 20 and 8o yards away. I suppos~ I 
must have stayed at the top about 40 minutes and reluctantly I turned 
for home. 

Before leaving I had a look ,.at the E. side from below, and was 
confr-onted by a · beetling overhang from which condensed cloud water 
dropped 6o ft. on to a sodden mossy ~lope. A final glance down at 
Positano and I started off along the path that leads down the gentle 
northern slope towards \Tico Equense. Here and there patches of 
lava and some rather stunted beech and chestnut trees were grim 
reminders of Vesuvius' efforts. After a while I glanced back, and the 
tooth stood out clearly, its sheer sides no longer clouded. A detour 
to another lower summit gave me an amusing rock scramble and. a 
view of another deep watershed, but, after that, I hurried on, cutting 
the zigzag paths by running rapidly between the chestnut trees. Later 
the beech and chestnut gave way to pine and fir, and then a short 
rocky slope ·led down to the .lemon and olive orchards. · 

Finally, I reached the road leading to Vico and there followed a 
3!-mile tramp. I arrived in good daylight at about 4.30 P.M. and 
luckily after a few minutes secured the hoped-for hitch back to Sorrento. 
This was probably the most dangerous part, for we travelled at very 

' 
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high vel·)city along the weaving roads, and once had to brake violently 
to avoid an Italian who was cutting a corner. · 

ARMAND CHARLET. In a letter dated November 28, i944, Mr. D. L. 
Busk gives us the following news of Armand Charlet. 

Charlet says he was released from military service in July 1940, 
having been the whole time in the Alps. Recently he has, of course, 
been in the F .F .I., and his latest duty is guarding German prisoners 
captured at Chamonix on August 17. The Germans are still in 
Courmayeur and his men recently had casualties in an engagement 
on the Col du Geant. 

In general, life is not as hard in the valley as it is in the towns. Con
ditions were not pleasant, first under the Italian and then under the 
German occupation. He nevertheless seems to have been able to do 
a lot of mountaineering, notably in 1943, which was an exceptionally 
fine season. He has now made his forty-seventh ascent of the Verte 
(including 13 different routes). He reports that on the first descent 
of the. N. face with two good mountaineers one was killed (July 5, 
1941 ). He gives no further details. In August 1942 he also made the 
first ascent of the Aiguille d' Argentiere by what he calls the J atdin 
ridge (S.S.W.) presumably the horrific ridge which bounds the 
Glacier du Milieu, as the Cha~onix guides call it, on the right as you 
go up. He describes it as very long and extremely difficult. He says 
that in spite of his 45 years he is still at the top of his form. 

GIFT. The executors of the late Canon G. H. Rendall have kindly 
presented to the Alpine Club a water colour drawing of Chamonix 
Church, by Albert Goodwin, ·R.W.S. We acknowledge this gift with 
warm gratitude. 

·on Canon Rendall's mantelpiece at Charterhouse there was carved 
his motto ~'l)crov we; Ev <SpEt live as on a mountain. 

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1944 

MEMBERSHIP. On January 5, 1945, the numbers of the Club \Vere up 
by three with a total membership of 58~. The few resignations were 
mainly for financial reasons. Of the 14 candidates elected in 1944, 
5 were former members. Excluding these 5, one of whom is an 
octogenarian, the average age of the 9 new members is just under 
43. The increase in our numbers and the moderate average age of 
the new members are satisfactory signs that the Committee's policy 
of encouraging young and active mountaineers to join the Club is 
beginning to bear fruit ; and we may look forward to an increasing 
expansion of our numbers after the war. 

·LIBRARY. New books and other additions have been listed in the two 
numbers of the ALPI~E JOURNAL published last year, and . members 
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